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Hello EFSians,

Hope you all have captured 
blissful moments with 
your family, friends and 
loved ones this Eid. 

This time on the platter 
we offer you some of our 
hand-picked articles of 
EFSians all the way from 
the dunes of Saudi Arabia 
to the skyscrapers of 
Bahrain  wading through 
the multi-cultural vibes of 
India.

In this issue of the 
Newsletter, ‘Team Engagement’ is the talk of the 
hour where our Group CEO sheds light on maximizing 
the potential of each and every member of the 
organization through meaningful participation by 
leaders and managers to nurture talent and integrate 
its workforce.

We also catch-up with some of our employees who 
have seen and believed that Team Engagement can 
drive stellar growth and success, in spite of taxing 
timelines.

With such immersive and gripping content, we hope 
to keep you glued to trends in and around EFS and 
encourage you to keep contributing your OPCO 
articles and updates. 

You can send your feedback and suggestions on the 
newsletter to group.communications@efsme.com

Let’s keep connecting…

Happy Reading!!
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EDITOR’S 
NOTE CONTENT

Firstly, I would like to wish you and your families the peace and happiness 
of a joyous Eid!!

Let me begin with a famous quote “Coming together is a beginning. 
Keeping together is progress. Working together is success.” The very 
fact that however minor or drastically major the scope of contribution is 
to a particular project or desired organizational goal, every effort counts. 
Any collaborative work can never go to waste so leverage it, promote it 
and make maximum use of it.

All managers must know that conventional employee engagement 
methods are not sufficient to maintain a healthy connection between 
employees and organization but a lot more efforts are needed. Also, it 
should not just be left solely to the Human Resource department to take 
this responsibility, but it is the managers that must hold the mettle to 
engage their teams. It is for them to co-own this responsibility with HR.

A manager needs to rise to be both a Mentor and a Guide. They have 
to adapt themselves through continued self-development of their 
professional and personal attributes. To achieve this, the executives in 
these positions have to build a personal rapport and chemistry with their 
staff. 

Being a People First Organization, building trust among colleagues 
is not an option but a necessity. Managers need to ensure that the 
employees have faith in their organization and ensure their alignment 
with the company’s values based on Principles of Altruism.

The Mobilization Team for Etihad Airways is a praiseworthy example of 
how Teamwork and engagement overcame challenging timelines and the 
pressing needs of the client. Hats off to each and every EFSian under this 
project for your efforts have contributed to a huge constructive change.

I am affirmed of the fact that such determination and team efforts will 
motivate many others to see how important and critical the idea of 
“Team Management” is to a successful work life. We know that when we 
are connected to purpose, we are able to achieve great things and we can 
only communicate that immense sense of purpose through engaging 
with employees through a personal connection.

I thank every member of the EFS team for your dedication, motivation, 
passion, hard work, enthusiasm and belief in our core values. I am sure 
that your efforts and knowledge will set higher standards and will bring 
great success to EFS. Looking forward to a happier, more productive and
a much more engaged organization.

Tariq Chauhan
Group Chief Executive Officer

 CEO’S  MESSAGE

Ananya Mundakal
AGM - Group Communications

Dear Readers,

Coming 
together 

is a beginning. 
Keeping together is 
progress. Working 
together is success
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April 2018

Unilever
EFS Facilities Services UAE

March 2018

IBM
EFS Facilities Services Group

March 2018

The Pearl Owners Corporation
EFS Facilities Services  Qatar

March 2018

Etihad Airways
EFS Facilities Services  UAE

 PROJECT  WINS  KNOW  YOUR MANAGEMENT

Ms. Reshmaa Hasnani is the Director of Corporate 
Services at EFS Facilities Services Group. She is actively 
responsible for managing all facets of the HR function 
and is involved with the senior leadership teams to set, 
develop and implement the strategic direction of the 
organization. 

Ms. Reshmaa is an accomplished professional with an 
experience of building organizational capability and 
elevating business performance in matrix organizations. 
For the past 15 years, she has garnered her expertise 
in working with the FMCG, Retail, Travel and Property 
spaces. Prior to joining EFS, she has been responsible for 
employee management across the Middle East and GCC 
as a member of GCC Leadership Team and Regional HR 
Leadership Team for multinational organizations such as 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation and Adidas Group.

Ms. Reshmaa is an MBA graduate from the University 
of Edinburgh along with a specialization in Change 
Management from University of Bradford, UK. She also 
has successfully completed the Personnel Practice 
Course Certification from the Chartered Institute of 
Personnel & Development, UK. 

Reshmaa Hasnani   
Director – Corporate Services
EFS Facilities Services Group

Mr. Khurram Nazeer is the General Manager of Information 
Technology (IT) for EFS Facilities Services Group. He 
leads and manages a diverse team of IT professionals 
to oversee and implement technological advancements 
to develop and enhance the IT infrastructure of the 
organization.
 
Mr. Khurram is an IT problem-solver with 25 years of 
international IT experience in infrastructure design, 
deployment, management and operations at healthcare, 
consulting firms and financial organizations. He has 
exceptional stakeholder relationship management 
acumen and team management experiences. Prior to 
joining EFS, he has garnered and leveraged his potential 
for Sprint Oil & Gas Services, Dubai, UAE as the Regional 
IT Manager (Chief Information Officer).

Mr. Khurram is a qualified professional in Business 
Management from University of Toronto and Computer 
Science from York University. He has additionally carried 
out various volunteer-works for humanitarian and social 
causes in Canada, Haiti, Columbia and South America.

Khurram Nazeer
General Manager – Information Technology  
EFS Facilities Services Group

Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank (ADIB)
EFS Facilities Services UAE
June 2018

May 2018

Bharti Airtel & PPG Asian Paints 
EFS Facilities Services India

April 2018

The Boulevard Project 
EFS Facilities Services Jordan
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 I’ve chosen 
to be the 

MASTER 
of Change 

rather than a 
VICTIM to 
Change

We all tend to derive a superlative result from changes 
that occur in various aspects of life be it professional, 
emotional, physical, spiritual or for that matter even 
cultural perspective. The nature of these changes is 
controllable at times and sometimes not within our 
reach. I know a lot of people who view change as a 
stressful thing, but I know very few who thrive on it. 
And there is nothing wrong with that. The only time I 
catch myself judging other people’s decisions about 
change is when I know that they are not listening to 
their instincts about the changes.

I have always been in a position where my managers 
have moved to another function or shifted companies 
to pursue other opportunities. To be quite honest it 
is a painful and shocking process for me as change 
is not always easy to deal with particularly in the 
workplace. And the only way to transform me was 
to accept and adopt the changes. The concept of 
change management comes into play at this point in 
time. As we all know that Change Management is a 
systematic approach to dealing with the transition or 

transformation of an organization’s goals, processes 
or technologies and the underlying principle is that 
change does not happen in isolation (alone) it impacts 
the whole organization (system) around it, and all the 
people touched by it. In broader aspects, the purpose 
of change management is to implement strategies for 
effective change, controlling change and helping people 
to adapt to change. Eventually, with my 3rd Manager, 
I realized how flawless my skills of adaptation were. 
How I got along smoothly with my mentors shows that 
I’ve chosen to be the MASTER of Change rather than a 
VICTIM to Change at the same time benefiting the both 
of us to a smooth transition phase. 

I devoted the past 7 years of my life, building own 
family that I dreamt of. And guess what? Real Change 
impacted my gorgeous life.  Cross cultured marriages 
are not easy, the language barrier, the food, religious 
practices, not being understood when you express 
yourself in your usual way, all of these conflicts arise 
due to differences. But as I mentioned earlier, I am the 
Master of Change. How I dealt with it was so challenging 

 THOUGHT  LEADER
 The Make-Up of Life Changes 

Lourdes Bolante 
Executive - IMS
EFS Facilities Services UAE

and it took a lot of tears, forces, efforts, and 
circumstances while in the adjustment stage. 
Fortunately for me, it was solely my instinct that 
signalled me of a change in environment that 
would feed my soul.

Based on my experience, the best way to adopt 
Change is to embrace it wholeheartedly without 
hesitations. Being bi-cultural I’m now able 
to value and appreciate the aspects of both 
cultures that I wish to retain in my life. This is 
not only characterized by a sense of confidence 
but maturity, flexibility and tolerance.

When you consciously embrace change as an 
expected part of life and align your focus to 
creatively seek different ways to utilize new 
changes, your life will embody fulfilment, comfort 
and abundance, and your life’s work will evolve 
with a more graceful flow. You will experience 
change as an opportunity for growth and new 
experiences. It will strengthen your spirit and 
you will inject possibility and amazement into 
your higher self.
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 Amir Mustafa 
 EFS SUPERSTAR  

We celebrate the diversity of our dynamic workforce 
who hail from different parts of the globe from 
different walks of life.  We believe in maximizing 
the potential of every EFS employee by supporting 
their ambitions and personal initiatives.

We are delighted to introduce Mr. Amir Mustafa 
as the EFS Superstar from the King Abdullah 
Economic City project in KSA, nominated for his 
flawless work and his dedication to go the extra 
mile.

Amir began his journey with EFS as an AC 
Technician in EFS for the Pfizer project on 27th 
August 2015 and in a span of 2 years due to his 
deteriorating health conditions took a break. This 
year Amir was welcomed back to EFS with arms 
wide open because of the stellar work he has 
manifested on various projects.

His manager has seen him grow and perform 
within the organization and gives testimony of 
Amir’s unfathomable work; Despite challenging 
technical needs by the clients, Amir not only 

worked for KAEC but has also travelled distances 
in the city to support technical requirements on 
many other projects. With his ever-willing attitude 
to go and apply his knowledge and skills, the 
company accomplished many variation jobs. 

Hailing from a town named Sargodha in Lahore 
Pakistan, Amir is a qualified multi technician who 
excels his duties with high technical knowledge 
in AC, Chiller and Electrical maintenance. His 
“Never Say NO” attitude to any given task and his 
extended contribution to the business has brought 
tremendous transformation in his personality and 
his way of work.

Back in his hometown, Amir lives with his wife 
Kauser and two blessed children Samer and 
Suman and is a fanatic about the game of cricket. 
Amir continues to support other projects with 
extra enthusiasm, technical procurements and 
complete tasks within the specified time frame. 

YOU ARE A TRUE EFSIAN!!!

Today or Tomorrow,
He always will be a 

STAR
PERFORMER

 IN  THE SHOES OF...

Introduce yourself to us and your journey at EFS?
For those who still don’t know me: I have a Ear to 
Ear smile, wear vibrant colour clothes, always with a 
ready gesture to wish good morning and I look after 
the Human Resources function for EFS India.

I have joined this beautiful journey with EFS India 
in May 2016 and WOW!! This journey for me has 
been  enticing, gripping, motivating, enriching and 
successful. It has been the most adorable stint so 
far and I’m proud to be associated with it.

Describe a typical hectic day at work for you?
Ahaaa… My day usually starts from midnight, 
when employees on night shifts want to discuss 
something about their progression, salary, work 
load etc., followed by calls by the regional HR teams 
to plan their day. I have several emails to reply to, 
many audit calls to attend and various counselling 
sessions throughout the day to keep the momentum 
up and running in any location. Apart from doing 
this, there are management meetings, dashboards 
to be prepared, new projects to be kicked off. The 
telephonic interviews with potential candidates are 
scheduled late evenings generally while I drive back 
home to utilize my time effectively. Before going into 
the deep slumber, I do a last check on the emails so 
that I don’t skip anything for the next day.

Do you have any crazy stories from EFS?
Yes, yes several indeed!! From been called an Agony 

Aunt to Mother Hen, I feel I can take any avatar to 
be available for my employees. I would like to share 
a very recent incident on Family Day celebrated in 
Bangalore, I happened to come across a lady who 
was the mother of one of our technicians at the IBM 
site. She turned to me and exclaimed saying “It is 
overwhelming to see a woman who is so strong yet 
very humble and I feel grateful that my son works 
for such a company where women are 
empowered and given leadership 
ranks”. She even went ahead and 
gave me a scarf as a honourable 
gesture. 

Funnily, I have a lot of colleagues 
telling me to leave HR and start 
doing the business development.

What are your hobbies?
To laugh all the time, learning the guitar and dancing.

Your Words of Wisdom to share with everybody on 
Life, Health & Family

1. Life: Take it as it comes with a pinch of salt 
and pepper

2. Health: Don’t take it for granted.
3. Family: unconditional pillar  

3 Random Facts about you

 Shalini Kohli 

We all have two 
lives. The second 
one starts when we 
realize that we only 

have one

Can’t Cook, can’t Drive, can’t Fake  !!!
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 BE INSPIRED 

The foundation of EFS’ success is built on  focused 
efforts, motivation and dedication of our global 
family. Hailing from different walks of life, united 
by our common goals, mission and vision, the 
story of every individual working in the EFS team 
inspires us.

We celebrate the diversity of our collective 
experiences and proudly present examples of 
EFS champions who made the most of our career 
growth platforms to improve their knowledge and 
skills.

Here is Mr. Anish Joseph, an EFSian who has built 
his long-yearned success from high propensity to 

commitment and determination. Anish is truly a 
great example to the core values of EFS.

Anish became a part of the EFS clan in the year 
2006, where he was appointed as a Soft Service 
Supervisor for EFS Bahrain. Hailing from South 
India (Kerala), a state on India’s Tropical Malabar 
Coast, he has brought similar serenity to his way 
of work and accomplishments. With a sustained 
growth record, Anish has progressed in a span of 
11 years and transitioned to a Soft Services & HSE 
Manager.

During his early phase with EFS, Anish facilitated 
the establishment of the office in Bahrain and 

his contributions aided in initiating an entire 
operation process and commencement of the 
assignment.  

Throughout his stellar career, he has proven his 
endurance to change and improvement within the 
scope of Soft Services and HSEQ. His manager Mr. 
Colin Caulfield, CEO – KSA has a lot of credit in 
store for him.

Mr. Colin is of the opinion that Anish is a determined 
Goal achiever, a Reliable and Resourceful Team 

Player and is always around to ensure service 
deliverables are in line with tenant and client 
expectation. 

Anish is a proud father of two vibrant kids and has 
a loving wife, who is a home-maker. We celebrate 
your sincerity and hard work and are inspired by 
your extra-ordinary efforts and commitment! We 
hope that this journey with EFS be much more 
enduring and help you achieve significant career 
milestones. 

He has proven 
his endurance 
to change and 
improvement 

within the scope of 
Soft Services and 

HSEQ

 Mr. Anish Joseph  
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Mr. Satinder
One of the major challenges was the mobilization time frame as it was less 
than 58 calendar days. The other challenge was to obtain Etihad Airways 
passes to access the sites and Abu Dhabi Airport Passes to access the 
facilities situated inside the Airport which could only be granted after visa 
stamping. We also had to recruit English speaking staff for housekeeping 
services and competent Facilities Management staff. Due to the short 
period of time, staff training and uniforms seemed really difficult to arrange. 
Procurement of tools, equipment and assigning the sub-contractors in 60 
days for such a large project was another challenge. Communications and 
dependency on different stakeholders were additional problem areas.

Mr. Satinder Pal Singh
Executive Director
India, Dubai & Oman

What were the challenges as per your area of expertise? PROJECT  IN FOCUS

In this quarter’s feature, we catch up with Mr. 
Satinder,  Mr. Ram, Mr. Karthikeyan and Ms. Saima to 
talk about the Etihad Airways Project, the challenges 
and difficulties faced during the mobilization phase 
and the TEAMWORK that helped them succeed. 

Describe this project in one or two words.

 Etihad Airways Project 

Ms. Saima Ahmad
Assistant General Manager
Human Resources

Mr. Karthikeyan Iyer
General Manager
Operations

Mr. Ram Chitewale
General Manager
Transition

Mr. Ram 
Moon-walk

Mr. Karthik
Enterprising Mission

Mr. Satinder
Prestigious Contract, High End 
Client with High Expectations

Ms. Saima 
Arduous Project

Mr. Ram 
The Client’s requirements included on-boarding 240 employees out of which 
175 were to be recruited from abroad. These hired employees also had to meet 
the criteria of communicating in English, match the level of presentation, 
confidence, knowledge and experience. Other challenges faced by the 
internal team included lack of clarity on the client requirements, availability 
of funds to process the Visas, size of the mobilization team, equipment to 
be sourced (manufactured) from France and the availability of Trainers in a 
short-duration. 

Mr. Karthik 
Managing change was the biggest challenge: Change from the conventional 
way of service delivery to a new model of service delivery. We had to make  
them believe that good strategy, backed with good planning and committed 
execution by each would make us achieve the end result.

Ms. Saima 
As this was our very first project from the Aviation industry across UAE, staff selection 
was a huge challenge as we had to source specific trades which had not been part 
of  our regular FM business. When it came to new visa regulations, the government 
implemented the mandate of Good Conduct Certificate for visa issuance. A time-line of 
45 days to source, recruit, process visas, provide training and facilitate on-boarding of 
around 250 staff added to the pressure. On-boarding of staff to different site locations 
and ensuring their uniforms and grooming standards were highly maintained as 80% of 
the staff were assigned to client-facing roles.
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Mr. Ram 
The Team under the direction of the Group CEO worked wonders. HR got its Agents to source 
out the required Manpower from India and Nepal, the Admin team managed to get fast-track 
visas while the Managers from Dubai travelled and selected the best available candidates 
in the shortest possible time. The Procurement team negotiated the most competitive rates 
against all odds and the Operations team selected the right resources for the mobilization 
from existing Projects, these people worked all 7 days without a break.

Mr. Karthik
We tackled challenges with continuous engagement with the team at different levels. We 
boosted encouragement to look at these challenges as opportunities for their individual growth 
and making them better FM professionals. We constantly motivated the Operations Team on 
ground and gradually made them believe in the new strategy and their capabilities by backing 
it up with results that were achieved through the client’s acknowledgement of our efforts. The 
Senior Management played a great role in supporting the mobilization team.  Again, this was an 
excellent demonstration of teamwork and it clearly brought the best out of everyone. The more 
the team was challenged the more they became inventive and delivered innovative solutions.  

   Tell us how you overcame the challenges?

Mr. Satinder
As per our HR process, we need minimum 45 days to on-
board staff. It further takes 2 weeks for visa stamping which 
clearly seemed like an impossible task for us. However, we 
created a task force (HR, Operation & Finance) to expedite 
the recruitment process, starting from interviewing to on-
boarding. The first task of staff boarding was accomplished 
in 26 days by the team. Since the requirement was huge, 
30% staff including senior managers, facilities managers, 
supervisors and administrative were transferred from 
existing contracts to meet contractual requirements. We also 
scheduled weekly and one to one meetings internally for the 
mobilization updates to ensure there was no communication 
gap and achieved our goals. To facilitate staff training in the 
given duration we provided on-site training for the fresh staff 
and tagged them with experienced staff. I must say the overall 
contract mobilization was a success and it was great to see 
the teamwork. The way the team exerted all their efforts on 
weekdays and weekends was beyond commendable.

Ms. Saima 
The first step was to understand the complete 
requirements of the client and prepare a 
process flow along with the tentative timelines 
which were communicated to team members 
allocated to their area of responsibility. 
We had to travel overseas to find the right 
calibre matching the client requirements and 
expectations within the budget allocated for 
the positions. We worked very closely with 
government officials for flexibility on new 
regulations to ensure the timelines were met. 
From sourcing – selection -  visa process, we 
reduced the time-line from 30 working days to 
15 working days and on-boarded staff from 10 
working days to 5 working days by streamlining 
processes with recruitment agencies and 
government entities. Existing staff were 
assigned to conduct early morning grooming 
checks for the staff being deployed from the 
camps. Mobile teams were assigned at various 
locations for surprise checks to ensure that 
the grooming standards were maintained 
throughout. We have successfully mobilized the 
project within the given timelines with strong 
team work and a sense of ownership shown by 
each and every team member along with the 
support of various departments associated 
with this project.
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 EFS  SIGHTINGS

 Ramadan #EFS_AlAin 

 Ramadan #EFS_KSA 

 Ramadan #EFS_Pakistan 

  Ramadan  #EFS_Qatar   Ramadan  #EFS_Jordan 

  Ramadan  #EFS_Kuwait 
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 Ramadan #EFS_Dubai 

 Ramadan #EFS_Abu_Dhabi 

 Ramadan #EFS_Egypt 

  World Environment Day  #EFS_AlAin 

  World Environment Day  #EFS_AbuDhabi 

  World Environment Day  #EFS_Egypt   World Environment Day  #EFS_Bahrain 
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  World Environment Day  #EFS_Dubai 

  World Environment Day  #EFS_AlAin 

  World Environment Day  #EFS_India 

  World Workplace Forum Middle East by IFMA and RICS  #EFS_Group  

 Honoured for signing an agreement with the Tomouh Programme, 
 a programme which is specifically designed to develop high school students’ 
 skills to succeed in the current labour market. #EFS_KSA  
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  First Aid Training   #EFS_Bahrain 

  EFS Wellness Month  #EFS_Dubai #EFS_AbuDhabi 

 HR MADAD launch   #EFS_Dubai 

 Green Certification achieved by #EFS_AbuDhabi 

  EFS Spouse It Up and Little Stars  #EFSDubai 
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 Appreciation received from Shell Oman for overall outstanding performance  
 and Zero Occupational Injury on the Account  #EFS_Oman 

 Employee Of The Month #EOTM  #EFS_Qatar 

 Employee Of The Month #EOTM  #EFS_AbuDhabi 

 Employee Of The Month #EOTM  #EFS_AlAin 

 Employee Of The Month #EOTM  #EFS_Dubai  

 Employee Of The Month #EOTM  #EFS_Jordan   
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 INDUSTRY  NEWS
World FM Day 2018: Enabling Positive Experiences
World FM Day was held on 16th May 2018. The 2018 
theme shone spotlight on facilities management’s 
important role across the globe and how FM managers 
deliver exceptional customer experiences worldwide 
across multiple sectors. With this effect, the theme this 
year focused on Enabling Positive Experiences.

EFS Facilities Service wins FM contract for The Boulevard
EFS Facilities Services has been awarded a three-year 
facilities management contract for The Boulevard, located 
in downtown Amman. Abdali Boulevard Company PSC, a 
subsidiary of Abdali Investment and Development Group 
awarded the contract for the project, which is located at the 
heart of Abdali, the new downtown of Amman. Under the 
scope of the three-year agreement, EFS Facilities Services 
will provide fully-integrated facilities management services 
for the project, including engineering, maintenance, 
cleaning and other soft services. 

Bahrain tops Middle East for work-life balance – 
survey
Bahrain is the second-best country in the world 
for expat work-life balance, behind only Denmark, 
according to a new report from InterNations. In its 
“Expat Insider” survey – which queried over 12,500 
respondents in 188 countries – InterNations found 
that 46 percent of expats cited work-related reasons 
for moving to Bahrain, while 69 percent said they were 
satisfied with work-life balance. Denmark was ranked 
first for work-life balance, followed by Bahrain, 
Norway, the Czech Republic, New Zealand, Sweden, 
Costa Rica, the Netherlands, Oman and Malta.

UAE fuel prices rise this month
UAE Fuel Price Committee announces increase of nearly 6% 
for Special 98, Special 95 and diesel. The cost hike follows 
a similar increase at the start of May. Fuel prices were 
liberalized about two years ago, so prices now move with 
the global market.

If you know what it takes to be a true EFSian, 
find the 21 hidden countries...

 CROSSWORD  SOLVE!
 Global Presence 

K K I H V B D I Q S G J H J O R D A N X S F G J
E T Q L C D X N S U P D K J K L N P Q R S B I I
B U Y I K Q V D G N J K U W A I T Q C V D A K L
I R B P E V Q I U I N W N T Y X V B N J L H Q S
P K I Y N P K A U T G X Y D S A X Y R E N R P B
X E X D Y B F P P E H M R X E G Y P T D N A D C
G Y B P A D D Q V D F A V F H G D B U U G I S S
C Q E I I U U P B A D U E G N J F I I E H N Q D
P Q Y B P I Y T N R C R Q X S F Y C B G S D V B
L E B A N O N Y B A V I S B A N G L A D E S H J

T S S R U R H Y O B B T C Y F G H J D A Q C P B

T C S J I P D K L E Y I D T E T H I O P I A S D

U C Q T Y R Q Q S M X U B V D H X G L K G S A Q
L D B A X Y T Y S I Q S U V G R T E Q V H J K L
D O J J T N G J K R R N Q B Y G S R I L A N K A
S M J K K A B D C A T W U N J S F G Y N G X K B
R A U K G J R B T T P V S B D D C X S Y X N J F
T N Y X I N B D A E B X T U N I S I A K K G H G
Y X Q Y P B D T V S R Q B S X Y B Y P E Q V A P
R N T U D C V B L Q V E Q V E Q X M O R O C C O
Y T P A K I S T A N X T Y N R Q V V B T O E Y I
U Y Y Q R J J R R X Q S A U D I A R A B I A Q S
Y Q N I G E R A Y Q R T Y E Q D B G X N K E S P
R Y R T Q X B P N W X H K Y E Q S U D A N D Q B
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Send in your thoughts, suggestions, and write-ups to group.communications@efsme.com 
to be featured in the next issue of EFS Horizons !!

mailto:group.communications%40efsme.com?subject=EFS%20Horizon

